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[ 1 ] The strong coupling between multiphase flow and
sediment mechanics determines the spatial distribution and
migration dynamics of gas percolating through liquid‐
filled soft granular media. Here, we investigate, by means
of controlled experiments and computed tomography (CT)
imaging, the preferential mode of gas migration in three‐
dimensional samples of water‐saturated silica‐sand and
silica‐silt sediments. Our experimental system allowed us
to independently control radial and axial confining stresses
and pore pressure while performing continuous x‐ray CT
scanning. The CT image analysis of the three‐dimensional
gas migration provides the first experimental confirmation
that capillary invasion preferentially occurs in coarse‐
grained sediments whereas grain displacement and conduit
openings are dominant in fine‐grained sediments. Our
findings allow us to rationalize prior field observations
and pore‐scale modeling results, and provide critical
experimental evidence to explain the means by which
conduits for the transit of methane gas may be established
through the gas hydrate stability zone in oceanic
sediments, and cause large episodic releases of carbon into
the deep ocean. Citation: Choi, J.‐H., Y. Seol, R. Boswell,
and R. Juanes (2011), X‐ray computed‐tomography imaging of
gas migration in water‐saturated sediments: From capillary invasion to conduit opening, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L17310,
doi:10.1029/2011GL048513.

1. Introduction
[2] Field observations suggest that gas transport through
water‐filled soft sediment is an essential component of
seafloor dynamics, which controls natural gas seeps and
vent sites [Heeschen et al., 2003; Best et al., 2006], the
mechanical and acoustic properties of submarine sediments
[Anderson and Hampton, 1980; Waite et al., 2008], the
creation of pockmarks in the ocean floor [Hovland et al.,
2002] and the viability of carbon dioxide sequestration in
the sub‐seafloor, either by hydrate formation [Koide et al.,
1995] or gravitational trapping [Koide et al., 1997].
[3] Throughout the deepwater continental shelves, methane gas combines with pore waters to form gas hydrate. The
morphology and distribution of hydrates provide clues as to
the means of gas migration into the gas hydrate stability zone.
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Analyses of cores, many of which were obtained and imaged
under in situ pressures, have revealed that gas hydrate
occurrence is dominated by a pore‐filling morphology in
relatively coarse‐grained sediments, whereas the mode of
hydrate occurrence in typical marine clays is grain‐displacing
veins and fracture fills [Holland et al., 2008; Collett et al.,
2009]. Recent analyses using pore‐scale models are consistent with these observations, indicating that gas migration can
occur as either capillary invasion or conduit opening, and that
the crossover between the two processes depends chiefly on
the pore size and the confining effective stress [Jain and
Juanes, 2009; Holtzman and Juanes, 2010]. Fracturing or
conduit opening, as a favored mechanism for gas release in
fine‐grained sediments, has been confirmed by 3D imaging
in the lab [Boudreau et al., 2005], and has recently helped
explain the episodic methane venting commonly observed in
freshwater lake sediments [Scandella et al., 2011] and the
ocean floor [Heeschen et al., 2003].
[4] These gas invasion phenomena have important implications for understanding hydrates in natural systems
(either ocean sediments or permafrost regions) [Hornbach
et al., 2004; Weinberger and Brown, 2006; Uchida et al.,
2009; Daigle and Dugan, 2010]. They suggest that, in
fine sediments, hydrate will likely form as planar, grain‐
displacing veins, whereas, in coarse sediments, the buoyant
methane gas will likely invade the pore space more uniformly
and with minimal grain displacement, in a process akin
to invasion percolation, causing hydrate in a pore‐filling
morphology. The nature of the accumulation response to
environmental change (either natural or induced) may be
dramatically different between the two regimes as well
[Boswell, 2009].
[5] In this paper, we provide direct experimental evidence, by means of CT imaging of the mode of gas invasion
in 3D sediment samples under controlled pore pressure and
confining effective stress that are representative of ocean
sediment conditions. Our experimental findings support the
results of previously‐reported pore‐scale mechanistic models [Jain and Juanes, 2009; Holtzman and Juanes, 2010],
which suggest the strong control of grain size on the nature
of gas invasion into porous media.

2. Experimental Setup and Method
[6] We performed laboratory experiments of gas migration into water‐saturated sediments with different median
grain sizes (120 mm sand and 1.7 mm silt). We used synthetic silica sand (U.S. Silica, F110) and silica silt (U.S.
Silica, Min‐U‐Sil‐5), both with a composition of about 99%
of silica quartz (Table 1). We use the term “silt” for the 1.7 mm
sample, even though it falls in the grain‐size range of a
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Table 1. Physical Properties of Water‐Saturated Samples, Pressure/
Temperature Conditions During Gas Injection, and Ranges of
Invasion Capillary Pressure at Initial Gas Migration
Parameter

Silica Sand

Silica Silt

Median grain size (mm)
120
1.7
Grain shape
Sub‐angular
Angular
Sample size, diameter × length (mm)
39 × 109
39 × 112
2.01
1.76
Bulk densitya (g/mL)
0.39
0.54
Porositya
6.90
7.58
Outlet pore pressure, Pout (MPa)
1.38
0.69
Radial effective stress, s′r (MPa)
2.62
1.31
Axial effective stress, s′a (MPa)
Core temperature (°C)
20–22
20–22
Migration mode
Capillary invasion Conduit opening
0.04 < Pc ≤ 0.07 0.41 ≤ Pc ≤ 0.62
Invasion capillary pressure,
Pc (MPa)
a

Calculated from CT images.

“clay” (<2 mm), to avoid any misinterpretation that the
sample has a clay mineralogy. Our experimental setup features x‐ray CT scanners, and an x‐ray transparent triaxial
pressure vessel equipped with independent controls of pore
pressure and confining stress in axial and radial directions.
The experiments comprised four phases: (1) compaction of
the sediment sample; (2) saturation of the pore‐space with
water; (3) injection of methane gas; and (4) post‐gas
injection CT scans.
[7] The two sediment samples, silica sand and silica silt,
were compacted differently due to the different particle
affinity to water. Oven‐dried sand was mixed with water to
achieve a water‐to‐sand mass ratio (g/g) of 0.13 before
being packed into a rubber sleeve. Oven‐dried silica silt was
packed into the rubber sleeve without addition of water
while the side wall of the rubber sleeve was clamped with
three plastic blocks to constrain the sample dimension in the
radial direction.
[8] The porosity of the sand sample under confining
stresses is 0.39 (Table 1), which is within the typical range
for natural sandy sediments (0.26–0.47) at depths typical of
both arctic [Winters et al., 2011] and marine [Fujii et al.,
2009] gas hydrate systems. The porosity of the silt sample
is 0.54, which seems to be above the usual range of porosity
values for natural silt‐sized sediments, although very high
nominal porosity values have been reported previously for
natural sediments with substantial clay‐size fractions [Riedel
et al., 2006]. The silt porosity may also be elevated due to
insufficient compaction of silt particles or high angularity of
the silt grains. Ensuring a dense granular pack for the
rounder silica sand to avoid erosion and granular flow
required compacting the sample down to a porosity of
∼0.40, whereas it was not possible to pack the more angular
silt grains to a porosity lower than 0.50 without creating
cone‐shape shear failure.
[9] The pressure vessel (Temco, Inc.) was connected to
multiple syringe pumps to inject and withdraw fluid, and to
apply axial and radial confining pressure. The sample inside
the pressure vessel was incrementally pressurized by raising
radial, axial and pore pressures up to the desired level (Table 1)
while the ratio of radial‐to‐axial effective stress (= confining
stress – water pore pressure) was held constant at 0.53
(Table 1). The samples were fully saturated with distilled
water by sequential processes of CO2 gas flushing (air

Figure 1. Invasion in silica sand. (a) (top) Time records of
inflow (blue) and outflow (red) in the cell, and (bottom) inlet
(blue) and outlet (red) pressures. The thicker lines denote a
moving average over a window of 20 measurements. The
outlet pressure is held approximately constant at around
6.9 MPa, while the gas injection pressure is progressively
increased but then held approximately constant at a value
less than 7.0 MPa. Shown in the flowrate time records is
the time at which gas breaks through to the outlet. After this
time, both inflow and outflow increase significantly, even
though the pressure difference between inlet and outlet is
approximately constant. (b) CT images at three different
times (t = 10, 35, and 60 min) at three different locations
within the cell – the slice number is counted in order from
the sample end in fluid injection side. The black dot at the
center of Slice 13 is from the gas injection tubing. Darker
colors correspond to lower bulk densities, which indicate
presence of gas in the pore space.
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removal), pressurization (CO2 liquefaction), water flushing,
and pressure equilibration prior to gas injection.
[10] Methane gas was injected through a thin tubing
(1.59 mm outer diameter) inserted 25 mm into the core
sample within the horizontally‐oriented pressure vessel. The
gas injection pressure (Pin) was incrementally increased,
while the back pressure at the outlet (Pout) was held constant
at the equilibrated level. The main reason for point‐source
gas injection is to constrain the initiation of gas intrusion
into the sample at a predictable location. When the gas is
injected from a point source, it starts invading the sediment
through pore throats where either the capillary entry pressure or grain contact compression is lowest [Jain and
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Juanes, 2009]. As gas injection continues, a more distributed pattern of gas develops in front of the point source,
likely representing the natural setting in which gas migration
occurs from distributed sources of gas supply.
[11] We conducted x‐ray CT scanning between gas
pressure increments to visually monitor the initiation,
progress, and mode of gas migration. We used two x‐ray CT
scanners: a medical scanner (250 mm resolution, Universal
Sys.) to observe initial or final conditions of the samples and
gas migration patterns during gas injection, and a micro‐CT
scanner (4.1 mm resolution, Xradia, Inc.) to scan the samples
after the injection test had been completed. Although the CT
scanners do not permit imaging of individual pores, especially in the case of the silt sample, their resolution is sufficient to capture gas invasion patterns, which are often
significantly wider than single pores. The full scan for the
whole length of the specimen (about 55 slices, each of
which was taken in 2‐mm thickness) took just less than
6 minutes. Although the total scanning time is not much
smaller than the characteristic flow time, the scan of individual slices (about 6 seconds) is.

3. Results
3.1. Capillary Invasion of Gas in Silica Sand
[12] The gas injection (or inlet) pressure, Pin, was initially
set to match the pore pressure of the water‐saturated sand
sample, which had been equilibrated to an outlet (or back)
pressure, Pout, of approximately 6.9 MPa. The gas injection
pressure is then progressively increased in small increments
of about 20 kPa (Figure 1a). Although the experimentally‐
measured pressure record is noisy, we infer that the first gas
invasion into the sample occurs at a capillary pressure (= gas
pressure – water pressure) of about 40 kPa. In the absence
of grain displacements and at low injection velocities,
the invasion of a non‐wetting phase (gas) into a porous
medium saturated with a wetting phase (water) occurs when
the capillary pressure exceeds the capillary entry pressure,
Figure 2. Invasion in silica silt. (a) (top) Time records of
inflow (blue) and outflow (red) in the cell, and (bottom) inlet
(blue) and outlet (red) pressures. The thicker lines denote a
moving average over a window of 20 measurements. The
outlet pressure is held approximately constant at around
7.6 MPa, while the gas injection pressure is progressively
increased to values close to 10 MPa. The inflow time record
exhibits sudden large spikes, which correlate with the times
when the injection pressure is increased, irrespective of
whether they occur before or after breakthrough of gas.
(b) CT images at three different times (t = 23, 30, and
120 min) at three different locations within the cell – the
slice number is counted in order from the sample end in
fluid injection side. Darker colors correspond to lower bulk
densities, which indicate presence of gas in the openings.
Gas invasion involves large deformations of the sediment,
which include the opening of conduits in a variety of
morphologies (see text for a detailed description).
(c) Micro‐CT images of fine conduit openings in the silt
sample. The images show the (left) top view and (middle
and right) two cross‐section views of a 3‐D cylindrical
volume rendered from the white‐circled region shown in
Slice 15 of Figure 2b at the end of gas invasion.
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Pec ∼ 2g/rt, where g is the surface tension and rt is the throat
radius, which is of the order of one‐tenth of the particle radius
[Hunt et al., 1988]. For a typical value of g ∼ 0.07 N/m and
particle diameter dg ∼ 120 mm, we obtain Pec ∼ 25 kPa, which
agrees favorably with the value observed in the experiment.
[13] The CT images of selected slices of the sample at
different times show that the invasion of gas throughout the
sample takes place without any apparent formation of
preferential conduits (Figure 1b). The gas invades first the
region near the outer boundary, likely due to the slightly
lower compaction around the edges of the sample or due to
edge effects that result in larger pore openings near the outer
boundary, as evidenced by the CT scans prior to gas invasion (Figure 1b, top). The CT images provide a clear picture
of the macroscopic 3D distribution of gas throughout the
sample. The cross‐section averaged gas saturation decreases
from inlet to outlet, consistent with a steady state in which
the gas pressure decreases slightly along the length of the
sample due to viscous resistance, and this decrease in capillary pressure results in a smaller fraction of the pores being
accessible by exceeding the capillary entry pressure.
[14] Because of the low viscosity of the methane compared with that of water, there is a drastic increase in
flowrate (mainly due to gas flow) once the gas breaks
through to the outlet (Figure 1a, top). Taken together, all
these observations demonstrate that gas migration in the
sand sediment is controlled by capillary invasion.
3.2. Conduit Opening in Silica Silt
[15] We pre‐equilibrated the water pore pressure at
approximately 7.6 MPa, which was held constant at the
outlet throughout the experiment. Gas was injected into the
water‐saturated silt sample by imposing increments in
the inlet pressure (Figure 2a), just like in the sand sample. If
gas were to invade by overcoming the capillary entry
pressure corresponding to a nominal mean grain diameter
dg ∼ 1.7 mm, the capillary pressure at the inlet would have to
be raised to a value around Pc ∼ 1.6 MPa. However, first
gas invasion was detected near the injection tip at a value
of the inlet capillary pressure of Pc = Pin − Pout ∼ 0.4 MPa,
significantly lower than the estimate from capillary invasion.
Indeed, CT imaging confirms that gas invasion occurs by
developing a conduit for preferential flow of gas (Figure 2b,
top, slice 15).
[16] Analysis of the CT images taken at different cross
sections of the sample throughout the course of the gas
injection experiment suggests that conduit openings with
different morphologies develop, which we classify into the
following three types (Figure 2b): Type A, a planar or
arcuate planar opening; Type B, an irregular spotty pattern;
and Type C, longitudinally‐oriented tube‐shaped conduits
shown as dark circles on the cross‐sectional images. For
example, the first detected invasion of gas (slice 15 at t =
23 min) corresponds to a Type‐A feature. We interpret that
Type‐C openings (tube‐type conduits) could originate from
spots with a slightly lower packing density and from which
silt particles could be more easily displaced laterally or longitudinally by methane gas flow. Type‐C conduits also
appear to dilate as gas continues to be injected through the
sample with increasing inlet pressure (Figures 2a and 2b).
Type B corresponds to features that seem to indicate flow
focusing of gas, but from the 250‐mm resolution medical
scanner they could not be easily classified as fracture‐like
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openings (Type A) or longitudinal conduits (Type C). CT
scanning of selected areas of the silt sample with a higher‐
resolution (4 mm) micro‐CT scanner revealed that the dark
irregular spots seen in the medical‐CT images (Type B)
actually correspond to multiple fine fracture‐like openings
(Figure 2c).

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[17] Our controlled experiments of gas injection into two
sediments of different grain size and in situ imaging by
means of CT scanning confirm the transition in the mode of
gas invasion, capillary invasion in coarse‐grained media
versus conduit opening in fine‐grained media. The observed
crossover from capillary invasion to conduit opening agrees
with insights gained from pore‐scale models [Jain and
Juanes, 2009; Holtzman and Juanes, 2010], although
those models (due to the many assumptions that are made)
cannot predict with certainty the precise conditions (grain
size and confining effective stress) under which the crossover will take place. Direct quantitative comparison of the
results from the macroscopic experiments and the pore‐scale
models is challenging because the experimental system has:
(1) a higher heterogeneity in grain size and, especially,
throat size; and (2) a lower grain‐contact compression and
friction caused by the imperfections in the initial compaction
and by the flexible lateral boundary (a rubber sleeve). For
both of these items, the experimental setup likely mimics the
natural conditions more closely than the numerical model.
[18] Our findings, obtained under controlled experimental
conditions, are consistent with and allow us to rationalize
prior field observations and modeling results indicating that
gas hydrate (in areas of active gas migration) occurs in pore‐
filling mode in coarse‐grained sediment, and primarily as
networks of complex grain‐displacing planar features in
fine‐grained sediment [Holland et al., 2008]. Our observations also provide critical experimental evidence to explain
the means by which gas may transit through the gas hydrate
stability zone through new or reactivated pathways within
fine grained‐sediments [Gorman et al., 2002; Hornbach
et al., 2004; Weinberger and Brown, 2006; Daigle and
Dugan, 2010].
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